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Abstract
This paper introduces a new approach to constructing algorithms for gradient computations on unstructured grids. The proposed approach is to derive a gradient algorithm from a hyperbolic diﬀusion scheme,
which solves the diﬀusion equation and equations for the solution gradient, by ignoring the residual component for the diﬀusion equation. The resulting scheme forms a globally coupled linear system of equations for
the gradients with the Green-Gauss gradient formula on the right hand side, which can be solved eﬃciently
by iterative techniques. Accuracy and iterative performance can be controlled by parameters inherited from
the generating hyperbolic diﬀusion scheme. Second- or fourth-order gradient accuracy can be obtained on
regular grids, and first-order accuracy, which is suﬃcient for second-order finite-volume schemes, can be
obtained on irregular grids. Numerical results indicate that the method gives highly accurate gradients especially for highly-curved high-aspect-ratio grids typical in high-Reynolds-number boundary layer flows over
complex geometries, and can be employed in finite-volume solvers as an eﬃcient alternative to least-squares
or Green-Gauss gradient methods. It is also shown that one of the parameters has a role of dissipation,
and can be tuned to yield a smooth gradient distribution over a discontinuous function, thereby allowing
an implicit finite-volume solver to converge for a discontinuous solution with a mild overshoot. The paper
concludes with a discussion for future developments.
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Introduction

The performance of finite-volume solvers replies heavily on gradient computation methods, which are required
in the inviscid flux reconstruction, the evaluations of viscous fluxes, and turbulence model source terms, especially on unstructured grids typical of applications involving complex geometries. Despite great progress made
over the last decades, represented by extensive studies on least-squares gradients in Ref.[1], current state-of-theart unstructured-grid finite-volume solvers still encounter robustness issues when dealing with highly-distorted
grids. One of the popular remedies, other than ignoring gradients, is the Green-Gauss method, which is known
to lose consistency on irregular grids, but can be employed for robustness, i.e., for the sake of obtaining numerical solutions [2, 3, 4]. As a result, the solutions obtained would lose second-order accuracy (i.e., reduce
to zeroth- or first-order accuracy) even for smooth flows. Such remedies may also negatively aﬀect approximations to the viscous terms. For turbulence model source terms, accurate gradients are highly desired because
inaccurate source term evaluations can lead to instability of implicit solvers. These considerations imply that a
robust solver has to pay the price for computing diﬀerent types of gradient approximations for diﬀerent terms:
inaccurate but robust gradients for the inviscid terms, and accurate gradients for the viscous terms and the
source terms [2, 5]. Note that the gradients of all variables (e.g., the density, velocity components, and pressure)
are needed in the inviscid part, and those of the velocity components and temperature are needed in the viscous
part, thus implying that at least the velocity gradients need to be computed twice with two diﬀerent gradient
methods. The need for diﬀerent gradient algorithms also arises from adapting diﬀerent discretization methods
for diﬀerent terms [6, 7, 8, 9]. To achieve truly second-order accurate simulations without performing multiple
gradient computations, a gradient method is sought that maintains consistency and accuracy on unstructured
grids of arbitrary distortion and leads to stable iterative convergence of a flow solver.
Two classes of gradient algorithms have widely been used in unstructured-grid finite-volume codes: GreenGauss (GG) [4, 10, 11] and least-squares (LSQ) methods [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. The basic GG method is formulated
by the midpoint quadrature approximation to the integral definition of the gradient operator with the facemidpoint solution value evaluated by an average of the solutions in the two cells sharing the face, or a distanceweighted interpolation [4]. As is well known for cell-centered schemes, the method loses consistency on irregular
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grids, where the interpolation misses the face-midpoint as the line between the centroids of the two cells does not
pass through the face-midpoint (see, e.g., Ref.[17]). Consistency can be recovered by evaluating the face value
by the average of two values linearly interpolated from the cells using the gradients (which are unknowns). It
is consistent and exact for linear functions on arbitrary grids, but it requires iterations to obtain the gradients.
Such implicit gradient methods are described in Ref.[4], but not widely used and their performance on highly
distorted grids is unknown. More importantly, these iterative schemes lack flexibility, i.e., no parameters to
adjust, with which potential issues encountered on highly-distorted grids can be resolved. A node-averagingbased GG method as described for tetrahedral grids in Ref.[11] is consistent on arbitrary tetrahedral grids and
can be applied to other types of grids [18] at a cost of further increasing the stencil. The LSQ method is a
very popular method for unstructured grids, where the gradients are computed as a solution to a LSQ problem
of fitting a polynomial over solution values in nearby cells. Many variants exist, depending on how the LSQ
problem is weighted, typically by the distances from the cell of interest to its neighbors. The LSQ method is more
flexible than the GG method in that it is designed to be exact for linear functions on any type of grid, and also
can be extended to high-order by fitting high-order polynomials. A drawback is, however, that high-order LSQ
methods require large stencils, thus being less attractive for parallel implementation and for the construction of
eﬀective implicit solvers. Moreover, even the linear LSQ method requires a careful construction of the stencil: a
cell at a corner may have only one neighbor, which leads to an ill-posed LSQ problem, and additional cells need
to be added. Even more critically, it has been shown in Ref.[19] that finite-volume schemes with LSQ gradients
computed over face neighbors only are unstable, especially in three-dimensional tetrahedral grids. This is a
rather disappointing result. To construct a stable finite-volume scheme, the LSQ stencil is required to involve
cells beyond face neighbors (i.e., non-compact), but a robust guiding principle to select a minimal set of extra
cells is still missing although some progress has been reported in Refs.[1, 20]; Or a nonlinear algorithm such as
a gradient limiter may be employed to maintain the stability [21, 22]. A hybrid method that combines the GG
and LSQ methods is described in Ref.[3]. Although impressive results are reported for relatively regular grids,
this approach does not extend the stencil beyond face neighbors and therefore cannot address the stability issue
on tetrahedral grids. Note that Ref.[3] demonstrates stable finite-volume solver convergence with the hybrid
gradient method for quadrilateral and mixed grids, for which a finite-volume solver is known to be stable [19].
In this regard, Ref.[23] proposed a new promising approach called the variational reconstruction (VR) method.
In this method, a globally coupled system of linear equations for gradients is derived by minimizing the solution
jumps at faces. The system is iteratively solved along with a finite-volume flow solver. If one iteration is
performed for the gradients per solver iteration, then the cost per iteration is almost the same as the explicit
methods such as the GG and LSQ methods, or more eﬃcient than LSQ methods with extended stencils beyond
face neighbors. The stability issue is eﬀectively circumvented by the gradient stencil spanning the entire grid
[24, 25]. A further advantage lies in simple extensions to high-order through minimizing the jumps of high-order
polynomials. Inspired by the VR method, we explore a similar implicit gradient methodology, but with a totally
diﬀerent approach to deriving an implicit gradient system.
In this paper, we propose to derive a gradient method from a discretization of a hyperbolic diﬀusion system.
In the hyperbolic diﬀusion method [26], the diﬀusion equation is converted to a hyperbolic system by adding
extra variables corresponding to the solution gradient, and then the system is discretized by upwind methods.
The discretization represents discrete approximations to the diﬀusion equation and equations for the gradient
components. A system of gradient equations are then obtained by assuming that the numerical solution is given
and thus ignoring the diﬀusion residual. In particular, if we consider a cell-centered finite-volume hyperbolic
diﬀusion scheme, the resulting gradient system becomes a globally-coupled linear system for the cell gradients
with the Green-Gauss gradient method on the right hand side. Unlike the conventional Green-Gauss method,
the resulting method is exact for linear functions on arbitrary grids. Furthermore, the relaxation time associated
with the hyperbolic diﬀusion formulation and a one-parameter-family of source term quadrature formulas provide
ways to control the gradient algorithm. For example, there is a special definition of the relaxation time that
leads to fourth-order gradient accuracy on a regular grid. In this paper, we illustrate the idea of deriving a
gradient method from a hyperbolic diﬀusion scheme, and investigate the performance of the derived implicit
Green-Gauss method for various unstructured grids, including highly-distorted grids. Targeting applications
to second-order finite-volume schemes, we focus on gradient algorithms that are exact for linear functions on
arbitrary grids.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe a second-order cell-centered hyperbolic diﬀusion
scheme. In Section 3, a gradient algorithm is derived from the hyperbolic diﬀusion scheme. In Section 4, the
gradient method is analyzed for regular grids. In Section 5, three ways to deal with boundaries are discussed. In
Section 6, numerical results are shown and discussed. Finally, in Section 7, we conclude the paper and discuss
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future developments.

2

Hyperbolic Diﬀusion Scheme

In this section, we follow the hyperbolic method [26], and construct a second-order cell-centered finite-volume
discretization for a hyperbolic diﬀusion system. The resulting residual will serve as the basis for deriving a
gradient method as discussed in the subsequent section.

2.1

Hyperbolic Diﬀusion System

In the hyperbolic method [26], the steady diﬀusion equation:
0 = ν(∂xx u + ∂yy u),

(1)

where ν is a constant diﬀusion coeﬃcient and u is a scalar solution variable, is discretized in the form of a
first-order system:
∂τ u = ν(∂x p + ∂y q),

∂τ p =

1
(∂x u − p),
Tr

∂τ q =

1
(∂y u − q),
Tr

(2)

where τ is a pseudo time, and Tr is called the relaxation time. The extra variables p and q correspond to the
solution gradient components, and are called the gradient variables. For dimensional consistency [26], we set
Tr =

L2r
,
ν

(3)

where Lr is a length scale to be discussed later. The system is equivalent, with the pseudo-time derivatives
dropped, to the diﬀusion equation. Therefore, a consistent discretization for the diﬀusion equation (1) is obtained
by discretizing the first-order system and then dropping the pseudo-time derivatives. The first-order system is
written in the vector form:
∂τ u + ∂x f + ∂y g = s,
where



u






u=
 p ,
q



−νp








f =
 −u/Tr  ,
0


g=


−νq
0
−u/Tr

(4)


,




0






s=
 −p/Tr  .
−q/Tr

(5)

This system is hyperbolic in τ , and therefore can be discretized by methods for hyperbolic systems, e.g., upwind
methods [26].
Remark: The system (4) is valid for a constant diﬀusion coeﬃcient. For nonlinear diﬀusion equations, a
nonlinear hyperbolic formulation must be used, which was first introduced in Ref.[27] for the compressible
Navier-Stokes equations, and later applied to nonlinear diﬀusion equations [28, 29]. These formulations use the
diﬀusive fluxes as additional variables, and may be employed to derive algorithms for computing diﬀusive fluxes
instead of gradients. Such a reconstruction method can be useful for some applications, e.g., problems with
interfaces through which the diﬀusive flux is continuous [30], and should be explored in future. In this work, we
consider only the linear diﬀusion equation as it is suﬃcient to derive a gradient algorithm that is general and
can be applied to any problem or discretization scheme, where gradients need to be computed, including Euler
and Navier-Stokes schemes.

2.2

Residual

We discretize the first-order hyperbolic system (4) by a cell-centered finite-volume discretization on unstructured grids as shown in Figure 1, where the residual is defined as an approximation to the system (4) integrated
over a computational cell j by the midpoint rule:
∫
∑
Resj =
Φjk Ajk −
(6)
s dV,
Vj

k∈{kj }

3

n̂jk Ajk

k
∆xkm
m

j

∆xjm

Figure 1: Stencil for cell-centered finite-volume discretization.

where {kj } is a set of face neighbors of the cell j, Ajk is the length of the face across j and k, Vj is the area
of the cell j, and the source integration will be discussed later. The numerical flux Φjk is given by the upwind
flux (see Ref.[31]):
Φjk

=

=

1
[fn (uL ) + fn (uR )] −
2

−ν(pn L + pn R )

1
 − 1 (uL + uR )n̂x

2  Tr

1
− (uL + uR )n̂y
Tr

1
|An | (uR − uL )
2


uR − uL



ν


−
 (pn R − pn L )n̂x
 2Lr 

(pn R − pn L )n̂y




,


(7)

where An = ∂fn /∂u, fn = f n̂x + gn̂y , n̂jk = (n̂x , n̂y ) is the unit vector normal to the face pointing from j to k,
pn L = (pL , qL ) · n̂jk , and pn R = (pR , qR ) · n̂jk . The left and right states are computed as
uL = uj + (pj , qj ) · ∆xjm ,

uR = uk + (pk , qk ) · ∆xkm ,

pL = pj ,

pR = pk ,

qL = qj ,

qR = qk ,

(8)

where ∆xjm = xm − xj , ∆xkm = xm − xk , xm is the face-midpoint location, and xj and xk are the centroid
coordinates of the cells j and k, respectively. The above face reconstruction corresponds to the first-order
version of Scheme II in Ref.[31], which is an economical version of the hyperbolic diﬀusion scheme that does
not require gradient reconstruction for the solution u. For the source term discretization, to better control the
gradient algorithm to be derived later, we employ the following formula:
∫
1 ∑
s dV =
{cj sj + (1 − cj )sk } (∆xjm · n̂jk )Ajk ,
(9)
2
Vj
k∈{kj }

where cj is a parameter defined in the cell j. This formula is exact for constant (p, q) and thus for linear
functions of u.
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In the residual (6), the pseudo time derivatives have been dropped, and therefore it is a consistent approximation to the diﬀusion equation (1) in the form of the first-order system. To see this, we write out the
components of the residual, Resj :
]
∑ [
ν
Resj (1) = −
ν(pn L + pn R ) +
(10)
(uR − uL ) Ajk ,
Lr
k∈{kj }




∑
1
Vj
Resj (2) = −
[(uL + uR )n̂x + Lr (pn R − pn L )n̂x + {cj pj + (1 − cj )pk } (∆xjm · n̂jk )] Ajk  , (11)
2Vj
Tr
k∈{kj }




∑
1
Vj
Resj (3) = −
[(uL + uR )n̂y + Lr (pn R − pn L )n̂y + {cj qj + (1 − cj )qk } (∆xjm · n̂jk )] Ajk  . (12)
2Vj
Tr
k∈{kj }

It is clear, since jump quantities will vanish in the grid refinement, that the discretization is a consistent
approximation to the diﬀusion equation written as a first-order system:
Resj (1)/Vj

= −ν(∂x p + ∂y q) + T.E.,

(13)

Resj (2)/Vj

= −

1
(∂x u − p) + T.E.,
Tr

(14)

Resj (3)/Vj

= −

1
(∂y u − q) + T.E.,
Tr

(15)

where T.E. denotes a truncation error. Note finally that the residual vanishes for linear functions of u and thus
constant (p, q) for any Lr and cj .
As demonstrated in the previous papers, the above hyperbolic scheme has significant advantages over conventional diﬀusion schemes: superior gradient accuracy on irregular grids and O(1/h) speed-up in iterative convergence, where h is a typical mesh spacing. The speed-up is achieved by the elimination of second-derivatives
and a unique scaling of Lr : Lr = O(1), e.g., Lr = 1/(2π), which was derived to optimize error propagation
[26, 31]. The scheme described above corresponds to DG(P0P1)+DG(P0) in Ref.[22], and Hybrid P1+P0 in
Ref.[32], and is known to achieve second-order accuracy in u and first-order accuracy in p and q. It should be
noted that these accuracy orders are exceptional and better than the node-centered counterpart, which gives
first-order accuracy for all variables [31]. See Refs.[28, 29, 31, 33, 34, 35, 36] for further details on the hyperbolic
method.
The hyperbolic method has also been found useful in the derivation of conventional diﬀusion schemes.
Refs.[37, 38] demonstrate that a robust and accurate scalar diﬀusion scheme can be derived from a hyperbolic
scheme by discarding the residual components corresponding to the gradients. For example, in the scheme
considered above, a scalar diﬀusion scheme is obtained if we discard Resj (2) and Resj (3), and instead reconstruct
the gradients from the solution u, e.g., by a LSQ method. The resulting scheme, which consists of Resj (1) and
the LSQ gradients, is a conventional diﬀusion scheme. In this approach, the relaxation time is defined as
Tr = L2r /(α2 ν) where α is a free parameter [37, 38], so that the dissipation coeﬃcient becomes αν/Lr instead
of ν/Lr . This dissipation term is called a damping term as it behaves as a high-frequency damping term as
shown in Refs.[37, 38]. The damping term has been found to be essential to robust and accurate computations
on highly irregular grids, where Lr is defined by
1
|ejk · n̂jk |, ejk = xk − xj ,
(16)
2
where |ejk · n̂jk | is a skewness parameter and has the eﬀect of increasing the damping for highly-skewed grids.
It has also been shown in Refs.[37, 38] that there exists a special value of α that improves the order of accuracy
from second order to fourth order on regular grids, not only for finite-volume methods but also for discontinuous
Galerkin, and spectral-volume methods. See Ref.[39] for the extension to the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, Ref.[40] for the eﬀects of damping on iterative convergence of implicit viscous solvers, and Refs.[41, 42, 43]
for applications to three-dimensional practical turbulent-flow solvers.
In this paper, we explore the alternative. Namely, we discard Resj (1) by assuming that the solution u is
given, and solve the remaining residual equations, Resj (2) = 0 and Resj (3) = 0, to compute gradients for a
given solution. This is the new approach to deriving gradient algorithms as further discussed in the next section.
Lr =

5

3

Derivation of Gradient Algorithm

To derive a gradient algorithm, we assume that the primal solution u is given at cells by some other means,
e.g., a known function or a numerical solution for any problem. Then, we can ignore Resj (1), and use the rest
of the residual equations to determine p and q:
−

1 ∑
[(uL + uR )n̂x + Lr (pn R − pn L )n̂x − {cj pj + (1 − cj )pk } ∆xjm · n̂jk ] Ajk
2Vj

= 0,

(17)

1 ∑
[(uL + uR )n̂y + Lr (pn R − pn L )n̂y − {cj qj + (1 − cj )qk } ∆xjm · n̂jk ] Ajk
2Vj

= 0.

(18)

k∈{kj }

−

k∈{kj }

These residuals form a globally-coupled linear system for the gradients, which can be expressed at the cell j as
∑
Mjj gj +
Mjk gk = bj ,
(19)
k∈{kj }

where
Mjj

1 ∑
=
2Vj

{ [
−

k∈{kj }

Mjk

1
=
2Vj

{ [
−

∆xjm n̂x

∆yjm n̂x

∆xjm n̂y

∆yjm n̂y

∆xkm n̂x

∆ykm n̂x

∆xkm n̂y

∆ykm n̂y


gj = 

pj



]

+ Lr

− Lr

gk = 

qj

[

[



,

]

pk

n̂2x

n̂x n̂y

n̂x n̂y

n̂2y

n̂2x

n̂x n̂y

n̂x n̂y

n̂2y

]

[
+ cj

]

[
+ (1 − cj )

∆xjm · n̂jk

0

0

∆xjm · n̂jk

∆xjm · n̂jk

0

0

∆xjm · n̂jk



1 ∑  (uj + uk )n̂x 
Ajk .
bj =
2Vj
(uj + uk )n̂y
k∈{kj }


,

qk

]}
Ajk , (20)
]}
Ajk , (21)

(22)

The right hand side bj is the GG gradient over the cell j, and the gradients are coupled with neighbors on the
left hand side, meaning that an implicit extension of the GG gradient method has just been derived. In this
paper, the method thus derived is referred to as the implicit Green-Gauss (IGG) method. The IGG method
is similar to the iterative Green-Gauss techniques in Ref.[4] in that both are implicit, but quite diﬀerent in
that the IGG method is derived from a hyperbolic diﬀusion scheme, includes a jump term derived from the
dissipation term, and is a more flexible algorithm having adjustable parameters in the source quadrature and
the jump coeﬃcient, which will be discussed further below. The IGG method is also similar to the VR method,
but diﬀerent in that the IGG method has the GG gradient on the right hand side while the VR method has
a LSQ gradient on the right hand side (see Appendix B). It is emphasized that the diﬀusion equation has no
influence on the IGG method because the diﬀusion equation residual has been ignored and is not used at all.
The IGG method is a purely mathematical algorithm for computing gradients for a given function or any kind
of numerical solution.
Note that the gradient system (19) is exact for linear functions: p and q that satisfy the gradient system are
exact for linear u. This means, just like linear LSQ methods, that the gradients are obtained with first-order
accuracy on irregular grids for a given function or a second-order accurate numerical solution (i.e., a numerical
solution obtained by an algorithm that is exact for linear functions). Second-order accuracy may be expected
on regular grids by error cancellation (see Appendix A). Note also that Mjj can be simplified, by the identity:
[
]
[
] [
]
∑
∆xjm n̂x ∆yjm n̂x
∆xjm · njk
0
Vj 0
1 ∑
(23)
Ajk =
=
,
2
∆xjm n̂y ∆yjm n̂y
0
∆xjm · njk
0 Vj
k∈{kj }
k∈{kj }
where njk = n̂jk Ajk , as
[
Mjj =

cj − 1/2

0

0

cj − 1/2

]

1 ∑
+
Lr
2Vj
k∈{kj }

6

[

n̂2x

n̂x n̂y

n̂x n̂y

n̂2y

]
Ajk .

(24)

The gradient system can be solved eﬃciently by iterative methods. The block Jacobi iteration can be performed
in the form:


∑
gjn+1 = −
Cjk gkn + cjk (uj + uk ) ,
(25)
k∈{kj }

where
Cjk = M−1
jj Mjk ,

cjk = M−1
jj

1 ∑
n̂jk Ajk ,
2Vj

(26)

k∈{kj }

or in the relaxed form:


gjn+1 = gjn + ω −

∑





Cjk gkn + cjk (uj + uk ) − gjn  ,

(27)

k∈{kj }

where ω is a relaxation factor, and n is the iteration counter. In this work, we update gj immediately in looping
over cells, which corresponds to the Gauss-Seidel iteration. The relaxation factor ω is set to be 1.0 in this work,
but a smaller value can help the method converge when ω = 1 fails (e.g., for some extremely irregular grids); it
may be adjusted based the residual behavior during the iteration for robustness. Typically, a couple of orders
of magnitude reduction in the linear residual is suﬃcient to obtain the expected accuracy, except for a special
case where the method yields fourth-order accuracy as we will discuss later.
The IGG method requires to store in each cell the coeﬃcient matrix Cjk and the vector cjk for all the face
neighbors. This appears a large storage requirement, but it is exactly the same as LSQ methods with extended
neighbors. Considering cells away from boundaries, we find that a LSQ method with face neighbors and their
face neighbors requires 12 and 9 LSQ coeﬃcient vectors to be stored in a cell on regular quadrilateral (Figure
5(a)) and triangular (Figure 8(a)) grids, respectively. On the other hand, the IGG method, as it depends only
on the face neighbors, requires 4 and 3 matrices Cjk and vectors cjk , on regular quadrilateral and triangular
grids, respectively, which are equivalent to 12 and 9 vectors in total. Therefore, the IGG method does not
require any additional storage. In terms of computational cost, this means that the IGG method costs exactly
the same number of vector-scalar multiplications as the LSQ method. The same is true in three dimensions. In
realistic flow simulations, if three diﬀerent LSQ methods are used for inviscid, viscous, and source terms, the
storage requirement and the cost are tripled. Then, the IGG method, if a single method applies to all terms,
will be three times more eﬃcient.
In the gradient algorithm, we define the parameter Lr as
Lr = αg |ejk · n̂jk |,

(28)

where αg is a constant. There exists a special value of αg that will achieve fourth-order accuracy in the gradients
on regular grids. Further discussion will be given in the next section.
For regular skewed grids, such as equilateral-triangular grids or right isosceles triangular grids, the GaussSeidel iteration converges relatively well although it slows down slightly compared with Cartesian grids. In these
skewed grids, interior cells have one perfectly or nearly orthogonal face. A serious convergence diﬃculty may
be encountered in the case that cells have all skewed faces, e.g., for high-aspect-ratio irregular triangular grids.
To increase the diagonal dominance and improve iterative convergence for these cases, we define cj as follows:
cj = 35(sj − 1)6 − (sj − 1) + 1,
where

{
sj =

0.75smin
+ 0.25smax
j
j

if |smax
− 1| < 10−6 ,
j

smin
j

otherwise,

smin
= min |êjk · n̂jk |,
j

smax
= max |êjk · n̂jk |,
j

k

k

(29)

(30)

(31)

where êjk = ejk /|ejk |, and |êjk · n̂jk | is the skewness measure at the face between the cells j and k, which
decreases towards zero as the skewness increases. Equation (30) is designed to yield a very small value of sj
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Figure 2: Equation (29): cj as a function of the skewness measure sj .

(thus a large cj ) for cells having all highly-skewed faces. As we will see later in numerical results, it is the
skewness, not the cell-aspect-ratio by itself, that greatly aﬀects the performance of the IGG method; but cells
with all faces skewed arise typically on high aspect ratio grids. Figure 2 shows the variation of the function (29).
In this way, we have cj = 1 for Cartesian grids, a slightly large value for cells with both skewed and non-skewed
faces, and a very large value for cells with all highly-skewed faces.
Finally, we emphasize again that the IGG method is a general gradient method applicable to any problem,
where gradient computations are required whether for a given function or for a numerical solution. It can be
directly applied to each variable in a finite-volume scheme for the Euler or Navier-Stokes equations, which will
be discussed in a separate paper. It is also possible to derive a gradient algorithm from a discretization of a
hyperbolic Navier-Stokes system [35, 44, 45]. In this case, since the extra variables used to form a hyperbolic
viscous system are viscous stresses [44] (velocity gradients scaled by the viscosity [35, 45]) and heat fluxes, a
system of equations will be derived not for gradients but for the viscous stresses and heat fluxes. Such an
algorithm may turn out to be useful for problems where gradients are discontinuous but the viscous stresses are
continuous (e.g., multi-phase flows) as briefly discussed in Ref.[30].

4

Regular Quadrilateral Grids
(i, j + 1)
(i − 1, j)

(i, j)
(i, j − 1)

(i + 1, j)

hy

hx

Figure 3: Regular quadrilateral grid.

On a quadrilateral grid uniformly spaced in each coordinate direction as in Figure 3, we have cj = 1 and the
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gradient system decouples as
(
)
(
)
(
)
1 1
1
1 1
ui+1,j − ui−1,j
− αg pi−1,j +
+ αg pi,j +
− αg pi+1,j =
,
2 2
2
2 2
2hx
1
2

(

)
(
)
(
)
1
1 1
ui,j+1 − ui,j−1
1
− αg qi,j−1 +
+ αg qi,j +
− αg qi,j+1 =
.
2
2
2 2
2hy

Each system is strictly diagonally dominant for αg > 0:
(
)
(
)
(
)
1
1 1
1 1
1
+ αg >
− αg +
− αg = − αg
2
2 2
2 2
2
(
)
(
)
(
)
1
1 1
1 1
1
+ αg > −
− αg −
− αg = αg −
2
2 2
2 2
2

for

(32)

(33)

0 < αg < 1/2,
(34)

for

αg ≥ 1/2,

and therefore the Gauss-Seidel iteration is guaranteed to converge. Of course, it can be solved alternatively by
an eﬃcient tridiagonal solver. It is easy to see from Equations (32) and (33) that there is a special value of αg :
αg =

1
,
2

(35)

which eliminates the implicit coupling and leads to the gradient system reduced to the central diﬀerence formulas:
pi,j =

ui+1,j − ui−1,j
,
2hx

(36)

qi,j =

ui,j+1 − ui,j−1
.
2hy

(37)

1
,
6

(38)

A better choice is
αg =

which yields the classical fourth-order compact formula [46] for both p and q:
1
2
1
ui+1,j − ui−1,j
pi−1,j + pi,j + pi+1,j =
,
6
3
6
2hx

(39)

2
1
ui,j+1 − ui,j−1
1
qi,j−1 + qi,j + qi,j+1 =
.
6
3
6
2hy

(40)

The superior accuracy, however, comes with an additional cost if iterative methods are used to solve the system.
The tolerance needs to be at least eight orders of magnitude reduction in order to observe fourth-order accuracy.
Another important remark is that the IGG method with αg = 1/6 achieves fourth-order accuracy through the
cells adjacent boundaries (where the classical fourth-order compact formula does not apply) if the boundary
flux is evaluated directly by the boundary value of the solution as discussed in the next section.
The equivalence to the classical compact scheme implies that the IGG method can be considered as a compact
finite-diﬀerence scheme extended to unstructured grids. The method can be used to compute a flux divergence
of a conservation law, which can then be integrated in time to generate a time-stepping scheme. Such a scheme
may be explored in future. Here, we apply the modified-wavenumber analysis typical in compact schemes [47]
to the IGG method, and discuss its approximation property. Following the analysis in Ref.[47], we consider a
Fourier mode, u = uβ exp(iβx/hx ), where uβ is the amplitude, and β is the wavenumber ranging from 0 to π.
The exact derivative ∂x u is iβ/hx u. Substituting p = iβ ′ /hx u, where β ′ is the modified wavenumber, into the
IGG residual (32), and solving for β ′ , we obtain
β′ =

−2 sin(β)
,
(2αg − 1) cos(β) − (2αg + 1)

(41)

which is plotted for several diﬀerent values of αg in Figure 4. Clearly, the gradient is better approximated
with a broader range of wavenumbers with a smaller value of αg , and the approximation reaches fourth-order
9
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Figure 4: Modified wavenumber versus wavenumber. The
black thick line indicates the exact relation: β ′ = β.

accuracy with αg = 1/6. Further decreasing αg leads to more frequencies picked up although the order of
accuracy reduces to second-order. These plots indicate that the gradient approximation will be smoother for
a larger value of αg as β ′ becomes significantly smaller than the exact value β for higher wavenumbers. It is
interesting to note that the parameter αg comes from the dissipation term in the generating hyperbolic diﬀusion
scheme, and still plays a role of providing dissipation in the gradient algorithm. Later, we will show that the
IGG method can yield a smooth gradient variation for a discontinuous function with a larger αg , and it allows
an implicit finite-volume solver to converge for a discontinuous solution with mild oscillations.

5

Boundary Treatment

As mentioned earlier, the IGG method is a purely mathematical algorithm for computing gradients at cells
for a set of values {uj } given at cell centers. Therefore, there is no physics involved in the gradient computation,
and no boundary conditions are required. The set of values may be given by a known function or by a numerical
scheme solving a target partial diﬀerential equation; they enter the right hand side of the gradient system, i.e.,
the vector bj in Equation (22), and serve as an input to the gradient system. Because the vector bj involves
the arithmetic average of the values across a face, the algorithm needs to be modified at a boundary face, where
a face neighbor is not available. The focus here is, therefore, on how to evaluate the averaged value (uj + uk )/2
at a boundary face, where uk is not available, and modify Mjj to preserve the design accuracy.
To derive suitable boundary modifications, it is convenient to re-derive the gradient system from the hyperbolic diﬀusion scheme with the Dirichlet or Neumann condition associated with diﬀusion problems imposed at a
boundary face. Let us return, for a moment, to the diﬀusion problem and the hyperbolic scheme as described in
Section 2. In the hyperbolic method, boundary conditions can be imposed strongly [26, 31] or weakly [22, 28].
For cell-centered methods considered here, the latter would be more suitable. Also, the Dirichlet condition is
useful for our purpose, which can be imposed weakly through the numerical flux (7) with the right state uR
defined as
uR = (ub , pL , qL ),

(42)

where ub is the value given by the boundary condition, and (pL , qL ) are simply the copy of the left state as the
gradient is not known at a boundary. This completes the residual equations (10)-(12) over a cell adjacent to a
boundary. Then, to derive a gradient system, we ignore the residual equation for the diﬀusion equation, and
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build a gradient system with the rest of the residual equations:


∑
1  ∑
−
ϕint
ϕbjk Ajk 
jk Ajk +
2Vj
int
b
k∈{kj

}



∑
1  ∑
int
b
−
ψjk
Ajk +
ψjk
Ajk 
2Vj
int
b
k∈{kj

= 0,

(43)

= 0,

(44)

k∈{kj }

}

k∈{kj }

int
int
b
b
where ϕint
jk and ψjk are fluxes at interior faces {kj } of the cell j, and ϕjk and ψjk are fluxes at boundary faces
b
{kj } of the cell j:

ϕint
jk

=

(uL + uR )n̂x + Lr (pn R − pn L )n̂x − {cj pj + (1 − cj )pk } (∆xjm · n̂jk ),

(45)

ϕbjk

=

(uL + ub )n̂x − pj (∆xjm · n̂jk ),

(46)

int
ψjk

=

(uL + uR )n̂y + Lr (pn R − pn L )n̂y − {cj qj + (1 − cj )qk } (∆xjm · n̂jk ),

(47)

b
ψjk

=

(uL + ub )n̂y − qj (∆xjm · n̂jk ),

(48)

where ub denotes the boundary value at the k-th boundary face in {kjb }. Note that the gradient system (43)
and (44) has nothing to do with the diﬀusion equation nor the Dirichlet boundary condition. It is just a system
that determines gradients at cells for arbitrarily values of u given at cell centers and at the midpoints of the
boundary faces. The system can be written in the form (19) with
{ [
]
]
[
[
]}
∑
n̂x n̂y
n̂2x
∆xjm · n̂jk
0
∆xjm n̂x ∆yjm n̂x
1
Mjj =
−
+ cj
+ Lr
Ajk
2Vj
n̂x n̂y
n̂2y
∆xjm n̂y ∆yjm n̂y
0
∆xjm · n̂jk
k∈{kint }
j

+

1 ∑
2Vj
b

{ [
−

∆xjm n̂x

∆yjm n̂x

∆xjm n̂y

∆yjm n̂y

k∈{kj }

bj =

1
2Vj

∑
k∈{kjint }




]

(uj + uk )n̂x

[
+

]}

∆xjm · n̂jk

0

0

∆xjm · n̂jk



 Ajk + 1
2Vj
(uj + uk )n̂y



∑



(49)

Ajk ,

(uj + ub )n̂x


 Ajk ,

(50)

(uj + ub )n̂y

k∈{kjb }

and Mjk = 0 for k ∈ {kjb }. This is the method derived naturally from the hyperbolic scheme, and in this paper
this boundary procedure is referred to as B0. This procedure requires the boundary value ub to be available.
If the gradients are sought for a given function u(x, y), the boundary value can be directly computed by the
function. However, for numerical solutions, the solution values are always available only at cell centers. If
boundary values are available, e.g., from a no-slip condition in solving the Navier-Stokes equations, then ub can
be specified, but that is not always the case (e.g., no values are specified in a supersonic outflow condition).
In the case that no boundary values are available, we can set
ub = uL ,

(51)

which gives
Mjj

=

+

1
2Vj

{ [

∑

−

k∈{kjint }

1 ∑
2Vj
b

k∈{kj }

{
−2

[

∆xjm n̂x

∆yjm n̂x

∆xjm n̂y

∆yjm n̂y

∆xjm n̂x

∆yjm n̂x

∆xjm n̂y

∆yjm n̂y

]

[
+ Lr

]

[
+

n̂2x

n̂x n̂y

n̂x n̂y

n̂2y

]

[
+ cj

∆xjm · n̂jk

0

0

∆xjm · n̂jk
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∆xjm · n̂jk

0

0

∆xjm · n̂jk

]}
Ajk

]}
Ajk ,

(52)

bj =

1
2Vj



∑



k∈{kjint }

(uj + uk )n̂x



 Ajk + 1
Vj
(uj + uk )n̂y

∑




uj n̂x


 Ajk ,

(53)

uj n̂y

k∈{kjb }

and Mjk = 0 for k ∈ {kjb }. This procedure is referred to as B1. It is still exact for linear functions, and therefore
second/first-order accuracy is maintained on regular/irregular grids. This procedure is useful especially when
the IGG method is used to compute gradients required for the solution reconstruction in a finite-volume scheme.
Note that physical boundary conditions in a problem that the finite-volume scheme is trying to solve need to be
satisfied by the finite-volume scheme, not by the gradient method. Therefore, the gradient method is applicable
as long as numerical solutions are available at cell centers. If solution values are available as a physical boundary
condition (e.g., inflow condition), the gradient method can incorporate them, although it is not necessary, by
the B0 procedure or the B2 procedure discussed below. However, such is not always possible: e.g., no solution
variables are specified at a supersonic outflow. The procedure B1 is useful because it does not require any
boundary solution information. Taking ub = uL simply means that the gradients will be computed based on a
set of values {uj } given at cell centers only, without any reference to the values at the boundary. Therefore, the
procedure B1 can be applied to finite-volume schemes for any physical boundary conditions. It is possible that
the resulting gradients may be under-estimated if the value u changes extremely rapidly from the cell center
to the boundary face within a cell (e.g., a cell adjacent to a viscous wall in a highly under-resolved boundary
layer) because the algorithm does not see the true boundary value. However, such an under-estimated gradient
may be considered as more accurate or consistent. For example, finite-volume solutions for a high-Reynoldsnumber boundary-layer flow are known to converge to a slip flow on highly under-resolved mesh [48]; thus an
under-estimated gradient is more consistent with the nearly-inviscid slip-flow solution.
b
If the boundary values are available, we can also directly evaluate the boundary fluxes ϕbjk and ψjk
, which
corresponds to setting
uL = uR = ub ,
which leads to
Mjj

=

+

1
2Vj

{ [

∑

−

k∈{kjint }

1 ∑
2Vj
b

[

k∈{kj }

∆xjm n̂x

∆yjm n̂x

∆xjm n̂y

∆yjm n̂y

∆xjm · n̂jk

0

0

∆xjm · n̂jk

1
bj =
2Vj

[
+ Lr

n̂2x

n̂x n̂y

n̂x n̂y

n̂2y

]

[
+ cj

∆xjm · n̂jk

0

0

∆xjm · n̂jk

]}
Ajk

]
Ajk ,



ub n̂x
∑
1


 Ajk +
 Ajk ,
Vj
int
b
(u
+
u
)n̂
u
n̂
j
k
y
b y
k∈{kj }
k∈{kj }
∑



]

(54)

(uj + uk )n̂x

(55)



(56)

and Mjk = 0 for k ∈ {kjb }. This procedure is referred to as B2. It will be shown in numerical experiments that
fourth-order accuracy is achieved only with this boundary procedure on regular quadrilateral grids.
Finally, it is possible to derive a gradient system from the hyperbolic diﬀusion scheme incorporating the
Neumann condition that specifies the gradient normal to the boundary [22, 28]. The resulting system may be
useful if one wishes to impose the Neumann condition (e.g., adiabatic wall) not only in the finite-volume scheme
but also in the gradient computation [49]. Here, such a constrained gradient computation is not considered here
because physical boundary conditions for the finite-volume scheme do not need to be imposed on the gradient
computation and also it is not clear if imposing them on the gradient brings significant benefits for extra work
and storage to keep diﬀerent gradient systems for diﬀerent variables in a target system of partial diﬀerential
equations with diﬀerent types of boundary conditions applied to diﬀerent variables.

6

Numerical Results

First, we investigate the IGG method for computing gradients for a known function with various types of
unstructured grids, and compare it with other gradient methods. The investigation focuses on gradient accuracy
and iterative convergence behavior for the IGG method. Then, we study its performance as an alternative to
the GG or LSQ methods in an implicit finite-volume solver for the advection-diﬀusion and Burgers’ equations.
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6.1

Gradient of Functions

In this section, we investigate the performance of the IGG method for computing gradients for a known
function on various types of unstructured grids. Our target gradient scheme is the IGG method with αg = 1/6
and the boundary closure B2 (i.e., boundary flux evaluated by the given function value), which is denoted by
IGG. For IGG and VR iterations, we set the tolerance to be eight orders of magnitude residual reduction in the
L1 norm for regular quadrilateral grids and three orders for all other grids. Errors are measured in the vector
L1 norm separately for interior and boundary cells. The boundary cells are defined as those having at least one
boundary face. Note that the gradients are considered as point values defined at the cell centroid. Results are
compared with those obtained by the GG method, a LSQ method, and the VR method. The VR method used
in this study is described in Appendix B. The LSQ method is a weighted non-compact LSQ method with face
neighbors and their face neighbors as described in Appendix C.
6.1.1

Isotropic grids

We consider the following function:
u(x, y) = sin(πx) sin(πy),

(57)

defined in a unit square domain, and compute its gradients by the IGG method and others on uniform quadrilateral grids and irregular triangular grids.
Cartesian grids: Results for the quadrilateral grids are presented in Figure 5. Figure 5(a) shows the coarsest
grid and the contours of the function (57). Iterative convergence results are shown in Figure 5(b), where the
maximum of the two residuals for p and q normalized by the initial residuals are plotted versus the iteration
number. The IGG method with two other boundary closures are also considered for this problem: IGG-B0 and
IGG-B1. As can be seen from the figure, both the IGG and VR methods converge very rapidly and the IGG
method converges slightly faster. Convergence results for the IGG-B0 and IGG-B1 methods are almost identical
to those in the figure for IGG, and therefore are not shown.
Error convergence results are given in Figures 5(c) and 5(d) for the interior cells. As expected, the IGG
method yields fourth-order accuracy. On the other hand, the IGG-B0 and IGG-B1 methods give third-order
accuracy. All other methods yield second-order accuracy as expected on regular grids. Results for the boundary cells are shown in Figures 5(e) and 5(f). All methods, except the LSQ method and the IGG method, are
second-order accurate. The LSQ method gives results close to first-order accuracy, which is typical since the
LSQ stencil is not regular at boundary cells and therefore error cancellations cannot be expected. Remarkably,
the IGG method gives fourth-order accuracy in the boundary cells, where the classical fourth-order scheme does
not apply. In eﬀect, the IGG method automatically forms a fourth-order accurate scheme at these cells when
closed by the B2 boundary procedure.
Irregular triangular grids: We consider fully irregular triangular grids for the same function. The coarsest
grid is shown in Figure 6(a). As in the previous case, the IGG and VR methods converge rapidly as shown in
Figure 6(b). Error convergence results are given in Figure 6(c)-6(f). All methods except the GG method yield
first-order accurate gradients as expected. Note that the best we can expect is first-order accuracy on irregular
grids for methods that are exact linear functions. The GG method is inconsistent as it is not exact for linear
functions on these grids, which can be clearly seen in the results.
6.1.2

High-aspect-ratio grids

In this section, we consider high-aspect-ratio grids in a domain (x, y) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 0.0005] and the following
function:
u(x, y) = sin(πx) sin(4000πy),

(58)

which models a typical boundary layer problem, where the solution variation is predominant in the direction
of small grid spacing and an anisotropic grid is specifically tailored to represent the solution anisotropy. Four
types of grids are considered: regular quadrilateral, regular triangular, isosceles triangular, and irregular triangular grids.
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Regular quadrilateral grids: The coarsest grid and the function contours are shown in Figure 7(a). Results are
very similar to those for the Cartesian grids discussed in the previous section: rapid iterative convergence as
in Figure 7(b); fourth-order accuracy by the IGG method, third-order accuracy by the IGG-B0 and IGG-B1
methods, second-order accuracy by all others in the interior cells as shown in Figures 7(c) and 7(d); second-order
accuracy for all in the boundary cells as in Figures 7(e) and 7(f), except the IGG method, which is fourth-order
accurate even in the boundary cells.
Regular triangular grids: Figure 8 shows the results for regular triangular grid with the coarsest grid shown in
Figure 8(a). The IGG and VR methods converge rapidly as shown in Figure 8(b); with the VR method being
slightly faster. Error convergence results shown Figures 8(c)-8(f) indicate that all methods yield first-order
accuracy both in the interior and boundary cells. Exceptions are that the LSQ method is second-order in ∂y u,
and the IGG method give nearly second-order accuracy in the interior cells.
Isosceles triangular grids: Results are shown in Figure 9 for isosceles triangular grids, which are generated
from equilateral triangular grids by rescaling the y-coordinates, with the coarsest grid shown in Figure 9(a).
Figure 9(b) shows that the IGG and VR methods converge quickly, and that the VR method converges faster.
As can be expected from the fact that these grids are irregular involving two diﬀerent types of cell stencils, all
methods are first-order accurate. An exception is that the IGG method is close to second-order in the interior
cells.
Irregular triangular grids: A series of fully irregular triangular grids are considered. The coarsest grid is
shown in Figure 10(a). These grids are highly-skewed in all faces of a cell. This is the case where the IGG
method with cj = 1 encountered a significant slow down in iterative convergence. The convergence is greatly
improved with the formula (29), but it is slower than the VR method as can be seen in Figure 10(b). Error
convergence results in Figures 10(c)-10(f) show that the GG method is inconsistent, which is expected, and all
others yield first-order accuracy.
6.1.3

Highly curved grids

In this section, we investigate the gradient methods for highly-curved thin grids, known as high-Γ grids in
Ref.[1]. It is well known that accuracy of gradients significantly deteriorates on high-Γ grids [2]. To study the
performance of the IGG method, we consider three types of such grids: quadrilateral, triangular, and irregular
triangular grids with the following function:
u(x, y) = sin(100πr + π/6) + 0.5 sin(θ),

(59)

where r is the radial distance from the origin and θ is the angle taken counterclockwise with respect to the
positive x-axis.
Quadrilateral grids: Curved quadrilateral grids are generated from Cartesian grids by mapping a square
domain to a thin curved domain. In these grids, the nodes are aligned straight from a node on the inner
boundary to the corresponding node at the outer boundary. The domain and the function contours are shown
in Figure 11(a). Figure 11(b) shows a close view of the grid. For these grids, the IGG method converges very
rapidly, but VR method is very slow to converge as shown in Figure 11(c). Error convergence results in Figures
11(d)-11(g) reveal that the VR method is very inaccurate and the LSQ method also gives large errors although
nearly first-order accuracy is observed. The IGG method, on the other hand, yields much lower errors with
first-order error convergence. The GG method also gives accurate results.
Triangular grids: Curved triangular grids are generated from regular triangular grids by the same mapping
as before. Again, the nodes are aligned straight from a node on the inner boundary to the corresponding node
at the outer boundary. The domain and the function contours are shown in Figure 12(a). The close view of
the grid is shown in Figure 12(b). As shown in Figure 12(c), the IGG method took more iterations to converge
compared with the previous cases. The VR method took orders of magnitude more iterations than the IGG
method, and slows down further for fine grids. Error convergence results shown in Figures 12(d)-12(g) show
that the VR method is inaccurate, the LSQ method is slightly better, the GG method is inconsistent in the
interior cells, and the IGG method maintains first-order accuracy for all cells.
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Irregular triangular grids: Curved irregular triangular grids are generated from irregular triangular grids
by the same mapping as before. In these grids, the nodes are perturbed randomly, and therefore the nodes
are not aligned straight from a node on the inner boundary to the corresponding node at the outer boundary.
The domain and the function contours are shown in Figure 13(a), and the close view is shown in Figure 13(b).
Figure 13(c) shows that the IGG method took more iterations to converge compared with the previous case,
and the VR method converges as slowly as in the previous case. Error convergence results are similar to those
in the previous case. The GG method exhibits inconsistency again, and now even in the boundary cells.
6.1.4

Discontinuous functions

Consider a discontinuous function:

{
u=

1.0

x ≤ 0.5,

−1.0

x > 0.5,

(60)

in a unit square domain (see Figure 14(a)). It can be considered as a limit: limϵ→0+ − tanh(x/ϵ), and the
derivative ∂x u has the limit
∂x u = lim −
ϵ→0+

1 − tanh2 (x/ϵ)
,
ϵ

(61)

which leads to the Dirac delta function with a minus sign. The y-derivative is zero and not considered here. This
example is relevant to applications containing shock waves, for which a finite-volume scheme is often reverted
to first order with gradients ignored for stability and better solution quality. We applied gradient algorithms to
the discontinuous function to compute the gradient on a Cartesian grid. Results are shown in Figure 14. The
GG method gives a very sharp gradient approximation with a finite peak as shown in Figure 14(b). Figure 14(c)
shows that the LSQ method produces a slightly smeared approximation and exhibits a variation in y near the
boundary. The VR method gives a more smeared derivative as in Figure 14(d), resembling the derivative of the
hyperbolic tangent with a finite ϵ. The IGG method was tested with diﬀerent values of αg : 1/6, 1, and 2. As
discusses in Section 4, the parameter αg controls Lr , which comes from the dissipation term in the generating
hyperbolic diﬀusion scheme, and the Fourier analysis suggests that high-frequency components will be greatly
damped for large αg . It is expected therefore that a larger value of αg provides an dissipative eﬀect in the
gradients. This behavior is clearly seen in the results shown in Figures 14(e), 14(f), and 14(g) for αg = 1/6,
αg = 1, and αg = 2, respectively. In the next section, we will show that the smoothed gradients computed by
the VR and IGG methods allows an implicit finite-volume solver to converge for a discontinuous solution and
produces solutions with little oscillations.

6.2

Implicit Finite-Volume Solver

In this section, we investigate the IGG method as an alternative to the LSQ or GG gradients in a second-order
finite-volume scheme for a conservation law:
∂x f + ∂y g = s,

(62)

where s is a forcing function. The fluxes are
f = au − ν∂x u,

g = bu − ν∂y u,
f=

u2
,
2

g = u,

for advection diﬀusion equation,

(63)

for Burgers’ equation,

(64)

where (a, b) = (1.23, 2.57) and ν is a constant. A second-order cell-centered finite-volume discretization is given
by
∑
Resj =
ϕjk Ajk − sj Vj .
(65)
k∈{kj }

The numerical flux ϕjk is given by the upwind flux for the advective term and the alpha-damping flux [38] for
the diﬀusive term:
να )
1(
1
|an | +
(uR − uL ) ,
ϕjk = [fn (uL ) + fn (uR )] −
(66)
2
2
ℓ
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where fn = f n̂x + gn̂y , an = ∂fn /∂u, α = 4/3, ℓ = 12 |ejk · n̂jk |, and
uL = uj + ∇uj · ∆xjm ,

uR = uk + ∇uk · ∆xkm .

(67)

The gradients ∇uj and ∇uk are typically computed by the LSQ or GG methods, and here we apply the VR
and IGG methods as alternatives. The residual equations are solved by an implicit solver,
Uk+1 = Uk + ∆U,

(68)

∂Res
∆U = −Res(Uk ),
∂U

(69)

where k is the iteration counter, Uk is the global vector of the solution u at the k-th iteration, and the Jacobian
∂Res/∂U is the exact diﬀerentiation of the residual Res with zero gradients. The linear system above is relaxed
by the Gauss-Seidel method until the linear residual is reduced by an order of magnitude in the L1 norm, with
the maximum of 800 relaxations. The implicit solver is taken to be converged when the residuals are reduced
by six orders of magnitude in the L1 norm. In the rest of the paper, this implicit solver is referred to as the
conservation-law implicit solver not to be confused with the implicit gradient solvers. Boundary conditions are
implemented weakly through a numerical flux. Note that the numerical flux is formulated such that it naturally
implements a characteristic boundary condition for the advection-dominated cases and Burgers’ equation: by
upwinding, the exact boundary value will not be used if the characteristic is going out of the domain. Further
details on the discretization, the boundary condition implementation, and the construction of the implicit solver
can be found in Ref.[40]. In all the gradient methods, the exact boundary value is not used; therefore, gradients
are computed based only on the numerical solutions available at cells. This implementation corresponds to
the boundary procedure B1 in the IGG method. For the parameter αg , we set αg = 1 unless otherwise
stated; the special value αg = 1/6 is not used since fourth-order accuracy cannot be expected on unstructured
grids. At each conservation-law implicit solver iteration, the IGG and VR iteration is performed once for
all problems. In the VR and IGG methods, the iteration begins with zero gradients at k = 0, and continues
without reinitialization until the conservation-law implicit solver converges.
6.2.1

Advection-diﬀusion

√
First, we consider solving the linear advection-diﬀusion equation with ν = 10−2 a2 + b2 in a square domain
for the exact solution [50]:
(
)
−2π 2 ν
√
(70)
u(x, y) = cos(2πη) exp
ξ ,
1 + 1 + 4π 2 ν 2

where ξ = ax+by, η = bx−ay. For this problem, the forcing term s is zero. The grids are the irregular triangular
grids used in Section 6.1.1. These grids are relevant to practical unstructured-grid applications, e.g., a far-field
grid. The coarsest grid and the solution contours are shown in Figure 15(a). The conservation-law implicit
solver converged for all gradient methods: GG, LSQ, VR, and IGG; see Figure 15(b) for convergence histories
for the finest grid. The conservation-law implicit solver was found to diverge with the GG gradients, and was
made to converge by increasing the damping coeﬃcient in Equation (66) to α = 5. It is, however, the slowest
to converge as seen in the figure. Figure 15(c) shows the same residual convergence in term of the CPU time; it
demonstrates that the use of the VR and IGG methods does not greatly increase the computing time. Figures
15(d), 15(e), and 15(f) show error convergence results in the interior cells for u, ∂x u, and ∂y u, respectively.
Inconsistency of the GG method leads to less than first-order error convergence in u. Other methods achieved
expected orders of accuracy: second-order in u, and first-order in the gradients. Similar results are obtained in
the boundary cells as shown in Figures 15(g), 15(h), and 15(i); the GG method gives first-order accuracy in u
here.
Next, we consider the curved grids in Section 6.1.3: quadrilateral grids relevant to, for example, prismatic
boundary layer grids, and irregular triangular grids relevant to fully unstructured anisotropic adaptation in
boundary layers. The function (59) is set to be the exact solution by the method for manufactured
solutions
√
with the forcing term sj computed numerically. The diﬀusion coeﬃcient is given by ν = 10−5 a2 + b2 .
For the quadrilateral grids, the conservation-law solution contours are shown in Figure 16(a). The conservationlaw solver convergence histories are shown in Figure 16(b). The results are shown only for the second coarsest
grid since the eﬀect of high-curvature is more significant on coarser grids. The convergence was very rapid with
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the LSQ method, and slowest with the IGG method. It is observed that the VR method leads to significant slow
down in the later stage. The corresponding CPU time comparison is shown in Figure 16(c). For this problem,
the LSQ and VR methods lead to the fastest and slowest computing times, respectively. Despite the slower
convergence than the LSQ method, the IGG method gives the lowest level of errors as can be seen in Figures
16(d), 16(e), and 16(f) for the interior cells. The VR and LSQ gradients are very inaccurate, which are almost
inconsistent, and the solution u is nearly first-order accurate. The GG gradients are more accurate, but the
conservation-law solution is again first-order accurate. In contrast, with the IGG method, the solution u and
the gradient are all second-order accurate. Results in the boundary cells are shown in Figures 16(g), 16(h), and
16(i). Again, the IGG method gives the most accurate results, but the solution u and the gradients are both
first-order accurate.
For the triangular grids, Figure 17(a) shows the conservation-law solution contours, and Figure 17(b) shows
the convergence histories for the second coarsest grid. Here, for the GG gradients, the conservation-law implicit
solver diverged with α = 4/3 and conservation-law convergence could only be obtained by increasing the damping
coeﬃcient to α = 80. It can be seen that the conservation-law implicit solver slows down significantly with the
VR gradient. Figure 17(c) shows the residual history versus the CPU time. The fastest conservation-law implicit
solver convergence is obtained with the LSQ method, and the second fastest with the IGG method. The VR
and GG gradients resulted in significantly slower convergence. Error convergence results, as shown in Figures
17(d), 17(e), and 17(f) for interior cells, show that second-order accuracy is achieved for the solution u in all
methods except the GG method, which again gives first-order accuracy with inconsistent gradients. The LSQ
and VR gradients resulted in large errors, but the conservation-law solution is very accurate. The IGG gradients
produced the most accurate gradients, but the solution is not the most accurate. Results for the boundary cells
are given in Figures 17(g), 17(h), and 17(i). As can be seen, the solution u is asymptotically first-order accurate
for all methods. The IGG gradients are very accurate compared with others, but the accuracy of all the gradient
methods deteriorates for finer grids.
To demonstrate the IGG method for highly irregular grids, we consider grids in an annular domain defined
by the inner and outer circles of radii 0.5 and 3.0, respectively, for the solution,
(
)
(71)
u(x, y) = exp 5(x2 + y 2 ) ,
which is made the exact solution by the method of manufactured solutions. A series of four grids have been
generated with random diagonal swapping to increase irregularity and create severe skewness. The coarsest
grid is shown in Figure 18(a), where the exact solution contours are over-plotted. The conservation-law implicit
solver has been found to diverge on all grids with the GG method (which is likely to be inconsistent everywhere),
and therefore only the results for other methods are shown. Figures 18(b) and 18(c) show iterative convergence
results for the finest grid. The conservation-law implicit solver converged with the IGG, VR, and LSQ methods.
A slight slow-down is observed for the VR method. Error convergence results are shown in Figures 18(d)-18(i).
Second-order accuracy is observed for the solution and somewhat surprisingly for the gradients as well. No
noticeable diﬀerences are seen among the three gradient methods.
Finally, these results demonstrate that the conservation-law implicit solver is stable with the VR and IGG
gradients as expected. The implicit solver was found unstable with the LSQ gradients when a larger weight
was used m = 0.5 (see Appendix C); this is the reason that a small weight m = 0.25 was used in the numerical
study.
6.2.2

Burgers’ equation with a discontinuous solution

To investigate eﬀects of gradient algorithms in the presence of discontinuities, we consider solving Burgers’
equation with s = 0 for an exact discontinuous solution similar to the function (60) with the left and right
states given by 2.0 and −2.0, respectively. The problem was solved on a 32×32 Cartesian grid. All gradient
methods were tested without a limiter, and the conservation-law implicit solver diverged with the GG gradient
method. Therefore, results are shown only for the IGG, VR, and LSQ methods. The parameter αg in the
IGG method is set to be 25.0 for this problem. As shown in Figure 19(a), the conservation-law implicit solver
converged with all the three gradient methods. The conservation-law solution plots are given in Figure 19(b)
for IGG, Figure 19(d) for VR, and Figure 19(f) for LSQ. The gradient ∂x u is plotted in Figures 19(c) for IGG,
19(e) for VR, and 19(g) for LSQ. The solution involves over/under-shoots near the discontinuity in all cases,
but is more accurate with the IGG method, which generates a much smoother gradient variation across the
discontinuity. The results indicate that the IGG method can be tuned to smooth the gradient, in a manner
somewhat similar to a gradient limiter, thereby allowing the conservation-law implicit solver to converge and
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produce a solution with little oscillations. A similar approach has been proposed for the LSQ method in Ref.[51],
where the LSQ weights are adaptively computed based on a local solution to develop a shock-capturing finitevolume scheme. Note, however, that monotonicity is not guaranteed for the IGG method because it is still a
linear algorithm and such cannot lead to monotone second-order solutions by Godunov’s order barrier theorem
[52]. To guarantee monotonicity, the parameter αg needs to be chosen adaptively based on a local solution
variation or a conventional limiter [53] needs to be applied to the gradients at the reconstruction stage. The
latter approach has been demonstrated for the VR gradients in Ref.[24]. The development of monotonicity
preserving schemes with the IGG method is left as future work.
Next, to demonstrate that the method is applicable to unstructured grids, we consider the same discontinuous
solution problem for an unstructured triangular grid with 512 elements. Again, no limiters are used. This time,
the conservation-law implicit solver diverged with the GG, LSQ, and VR gradient methods. Figure 20(a) shows
that the conservation-law implicit solver converged with the IGG method (αg = 25). As expected, the numerical
solution is not completely monotone as shown in Figure 20(b). The gradient has a small variation across the
discontinuity, but shows relatively large peaks near the boundaries. See Figure 20(c). This test case shows that
the the IGG method is more robust than other gradient methods. To ensure monotonicity, as mentioned earlier,
an adaptive αg or a conventional limiter is required and such is left as future work.
Finally, although the iterative convergence with the IGG method is not always the fastest, the convergence is
rapid at least over the first one or two orders of residual reduction. This property is important and encouraging
for the Jacobian-Free Newton-Krylov methods and multigrid methods, where the current conservation-law
implicit solver can be employed as a variable preconditioner and a smoother, respectively. In all these methods,
the conservation-law implicit implicit solver is used only to reduce the residual by an order of magnitude or at
a fixed number of iteration. Therefore, slow convergence for lower tolerance is not a major concern. Further
details will be discussed in a separate paper.

7

Concluding Remarks

A new approach was proposed to constructing a gradient algorithm for unstructured grids, which is to
derive a linear system of equations for gradients from a hyperbolic diﬀusion scheme. The resulting gradient
system is implicit with the gradients coupled with face-neighbors on the left hand side, and the classical GreenGauss gradient formula on the right hand side, which can be solved eﬃciently by the Gauss-Seidel iteration.
The algorithm is adjustable with parameters inherited from the generating hyperbolic diﬀusion scheme. These
parameters can be tuned to improve the gradient accuracy or to improve iterative convergence on highly skewed
and distorted irregular grids as well as for discontinuous solutions. It has been demonstrated that second- or
fourth-order gradient accuracy can be obtained on regular grids, and first-order accuracy, which is suﬃcient
for second-order finite-volume schemes, can be obtained on irregular grids. The new gradient algorithm has
been demonstrated for gradient computations on various types of regular and irregular grids. Fourth-order
accuracy has been demonstrated for regular quadrilateral grids, and superior accuracy has been demonstrated
especially for highly-curved high-aspect-ratio grids. The algorithm has been demonstrated as an alternative to
least-squares or Green-Gauss gradients in a second-order finite-volume scheme. For a discontinuous solution,
it has been shown that the method can be tuned to produce a smoothed gradient, allowing an implicit finitevolume solver to converge without a gradient limiter even on an unstructured grid, where the solver diverged
with other gradient methods.
Future work includes applications to realistic fluid-dynamics simulations, and in particular flows with shock
waves. For such applications, the parameter αg may need to be adjusted to smooth the gradient only in the
vicinity of a shock wave. The relationship of αg to a monotonicity property remains to be discovered. In a
practical point of view, a simpler approach is to apply a conventional limiter directly to the gradients in the
reconstruction stage as it has been done for the VR gradients in Ref.[24]. Extensions to three dimensions
are possible, but it must be performed carefully for non-simplex faces in order to preserve exactness for linear
functions. For example, a quadrilateral face must be split into two triangular faces, and the numerical flux
must be computed at centroids of the two triangular faces [54]. Extensions to grids of polyhedral elements are
also possible by constructing a finite-volume discretization of the hyperbolic diﬀusion system on a polyhedral
grid, and then discarding the residual component for the diﬀusion equation. To further improve convergence
of an implicit finite-volume solver, a tightly-coupled solver may be developed, where the solution and the
gradients are solved simultaneously by combining finite-volume residuals and the gradient system residuals into
a single set of equations. The proposed gradient algorithm can be considered as a compact scheme extended to
unstructured grids. It can be applied to fluxes in a conservation law to approximate the flux divergence, which
18

is then integrated in time to generate a time-accurate scheme. Such a scheme may found to be useful, especially
when it is successfully extended to high-order. High-oder extensions are possible through the derivation of a
gradient and higher-order derivative system from a high-order hyperbolic diﬀusion scheme: construct a highorder residual and discard the component for the diﬀusion equation. The high-order hyperbolic discontinuous
Galerkin method [22, 29, 55], which generates residual equations for the gradient variables and their derivatives,
is a promising example of a higher order extension.
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(a) Function contours and coarsest grid.

(b) Iterative convergence.

(c) Error convergence, ∂x u, interior cells.

(d) Error convergence, ∂y u, interior cells.

(e) Error convergence, ∂x u, boundary cells.

(f) Error convergence, ∂y u, boundary cells.

Figure 5: Gradients calculated by various methods for the function u(x, y) = sin(πx) sin(πy) on regular quadrilateral grids. IGG denotes the IGG method with the boundary closure B2.
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(a) Function contours and coarsest grid.

(b) Iterative convergence.

(c) Error convergence, ∂x u, interior cells.

(d) Error convergence, ∂y u, interior cells.

(e) Error convergence, ∂x u, boundary cells.

(f) Error convergence, ∂y u, boundary cells.

Figure 6: Gradients calculated by various methods for the function u(x, y) = sin(πx) sin(πy) on irregular
isotropic triangular grids. IGG denotes the IGG method with the boundary closure B2.
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(a) Function contours and coarsest grid.

(b) Iterative convergence.

(c) Error convergence, ∂x u, interior cells.

(d) Error convergence, ∂y u, interior cells.

(e) Error convergence, ∂x u, boundary cells.

(f) Error convergence, ∂y u, boundary cells.

Figure 7: Gradients calculated by various methods for the function u(x, y) = sin(πx) sin(4000πy) on highaspect-ratio regular quadrilateral grids. IGG denotes the IGG method with the boundary closure B2.
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(a) Function contours and coarsest grid.

(b) Iterative convergence.

(c) Error convergence, ∂x u, interior cells.

(d) Error convergence, ∂y u, interior cells.

(e) Error convergence, ∂x u, boundary cells.

(f) Error convergence, ∂y u, boundary cells.

Figure 8: Gradients calculated by various methods for the function u(x, y) = sin(πx) sin(4000πy) on highaspect-ratio regular triangular grids. IGG denotes the IGG method with the boundary closure B2.
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(a) Function contours and coarsest grid.

(b) Iterative convergence.

(c) Error convergence, ∂x u, interior cells.

(d) Error convergence, ∂y u, interior cells.

(e) Error convergence, ∂x u, boundary cells.

(f) Error convergence, ∂y u, boundary cells.

Figure 9: Gradients calculated by various methods for the function u(x, y) = sin(πx) sin(4000πy) on highaspect-ratio isosceles triangular grids. IGG denotes the IGG method with the boundary closure B2.
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(a) Function contours and coarsest grid.

(b) Iterative convergence.

(c) Error convergence, ∂x u, interior cells.

(d) Error convergence, ∂y u, interior cells.

(e) Error convergence, ∂x u, boundary cells.

(f) Error convergence, ∂y u, boundary cells.

Figure 10: Gradients calculated by various methods for the function u(x, y) = sin(πx) sin(4000πy) on highaspect-ratio irregular triangular grids. IGG denotes the IGG method with the boundary closure B2.
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(a) Function and coarsest grid.

(b) Close view of the grid.

(c) Iterative convergence.

(d) Error convergence, ∂x u, interior cells.

(e) Error convergence, ∂y u, interior cells.

(f) Error convergence, ∂x u, boundary cells.

(g) Error convergence, ∂y u, boundary cells.

Figure 11: Gradients calculated by various methods for the function u(x, y) = sin(100πr + π/6) + 0.5 sin(θ) on
high-aspect-ratio curved regular quadrilateral grids. IGG denotes the IGG method with the boundary closure
B2.
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(a) Function and coarsest grid.

(b) Close view of the grid.

(c) Iterative convergence.

(d) Error convergence, ∂x u, interior cells.

(e) Error convergence, ∂y u, interior cells.

(f) Error convergence, ∂x u, boundary cells.

(g) Error convergence, ∂y u, boundary cells.

Figure 12: Gradients calculated by various methods for the function u(x, y) = sin(100πr + π/6) + 0.5 sin(θ) on
high-aspect-ratio curved regular triangular grids. IGG denotes the IGG method with the boundary closure B2.
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(a) Function and coarsest grid.

(b) Close view of the grid.

(c) Iterative convergence.

(d) Error convergence, ∂x u, interior cells.

(e) Error convergence, ∂y u, interior cells.

(f) Error convergence, ∂x u, boundary cells.

(g) Error convergence, ∂y u, boundary cells.

Figure 13: Gradients calculated by various methods for the function u(x, y) = sin(100πr + π/6) + 0.5 sin(θ) on
high-aspect-ratio curved irregular triangular grids. IGG denotes the IGG method with the boundary closure
B2.
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(a) Discontinuous function.

(b) GG

(c) LSQ

(d) VR

(e) IGG with α = 1/6.

(f) IGG with α = 1.

(g) IGG with α = 2.

Figure 14: Gradients calculated by GG, LSQ, VR, and IGG methods for a discontinuous function.
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(a) Exact solution contours and coars(b) Iterative convergence for Grid 4. (c) Residual convergence in CPU time.
est grid.

(d) Error in u, interior cells.

(e) Error in ∂x u, interior cells.

(f) Error in ∂y u, interior cells.

(g) Error in u, boundary cells.

(h) Error in ∂x u, boundary cells.

(i) Error in ∂y u, boundary cells.

Figure 15: Finite-volume solutions and iterative convergence with various gradient methods on irregular isotropic
triangular grids. IGG denotes the IGG method with the boundary closure B1 (no boundary values are used).
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(a) Solution contours and coarsest
grid.

(b) Iterative convergence.

(c) Residual convergence in CPU time.

(d) Error in u, interior cells.

(e) Error in ∂x u, interior cells.

(f) Error in ∂y u, interior cells.

(g) Error in u, boundary cells.

(h) Error in ∂x u, boundary cells.

(i) Error in ∂y u, boundary cells.

Figure 16: Finite-volume solutions and iterative convergence with various gradient methods on curved quadrilateral grids. IGG denotes the IGG method with the boundary closure B1 (no boundary values are used).
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(a) Solution contours and coarsest
grid.

(b) Iterative convergence.

(c) Residual convergence in CPU time.

(d) Error in u, interior cells.

(e) Error in ∂x u, interior cells.

(f) Error in ∂y u, interior cells.

(g) Error in u, boundary cells.

(h) Error in ∂x u, boundary cells.

(i) Error in ∂y u, boundary cells.

Figure 17: Finite-volume solutions and iterative convergence with various gradient methods on curved triangular
grids. IGG denotes the IGG method with the boundary closure B1 (no boundary values are used).
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(a) Exact solution contours and coarsest grid.
(b) Iterative convergence for Grid 4. (c) Residual convergence in CPU time.

(d) Error in u, interior cells.

(e) Error in ∂x u, interior cells.

(f) Error in ∂y u, interior cells.

(g) Error in u, boundary cells.

(h) Error in ∂x u, boundary cells.

(i) Error in ∂y u, boundary cells.

Figure 18: Finite-volume solutions and iterative convergence with various gradient methods on irregular triangular grids in an annular domain. IGG denotes the IGG method with the boundary closure B1 (no boundary
values are used).
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(a) Convergence history.

(b) IGG: Solution u.

(c) IGG: Gradient ∂x u.

(d) VR: Solution u.

(e) VR: Gradient ∂x u.

(f) LSQ: Solution u.

(g) LSQ: Gradient ∂x u.

Figure 19: Finite-volume solutions and iterative convergence with various gradient methods on a regular grid
for a discontinuous solution of Burgers’ equation. The IGG method uses the boundary closure B1 (no boundary
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values are used).

(a) Convergence history.

(b) IGG: Solution u.

(c) IGG: Gradient ∂x u.

Figure 20: Finite-volume solution and iterative convergence with the IGG method on an unstructured triangular
grid for a discontinuous solution of Burgers’ equation. The IGG method uses the boundary closure B1 (no
boundary values are used).
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Appendix A: Gradient Accuracy on Regular and Irregular Grids
Consider a set of function values {uj } given at points in a one-dimensional grid. Let Gj denote a gradient
algorithm applied at a point x = xj that is exact for linear functions. Then, if {uj } is given by a linear function
u(x) = a + bx, where a and b are constants, we have
Gj ({uj }) = b.

(A.1)

For a quadratic function u(x) = a + bx + cx2 , where c is another constant, we have
Gj ({uj }) = b + E,

(A.2)

where E is an error term proportional to c. If the gradient algorithm is exact for quadratic functions, it will
produce E = 2cxj and the gradient is obtained exactly. However, linearly-exact gradient algorithms cannot
produce 2cxj , and therefore the gradient is expected to have a first-order error:
Gj ({uj }) = b + O(h),

(A.3)

where h is a representative mesh spacing. Consider, for example, a central-diﬀerence-type formula on a nonuniform grid:
uj+1 − uj−1
,
hL + hR

(A.4)

where xj+1 − xj = hR and xj − xj−1 = hL . This formula is clearly exact for linear functions. Without loss of
generality, let us take xj = 0, so that the exact gradient is b for the quadratic function u(x) = a + bx + cx2
and also for higher-order functions. Applying the central-diﬀerence-type formula to the quadratic function, we
obtain
uj+1 − uj−1
h2 − h2L
=b+c R
.
hL + hR
hL + hR

(A.5)

The second term is an O(h) error. It shows that the central-diﬀerence-type formula can be exact for quadratic
functions on uniform grids, hL = hR = h:
uj+1 − uj−1
= b.
2h

(A.6)

This is the error cancellation property typically observed on uniform grids. For more general functions, the
leading error term comes from a cubic term and is of O(h2 ). However, such an error cancellation does not
always occur. Consider the following gradient formula:
h2L (uj+1 − uj ) − h2R (uj−1 − uj )
,
hL hR (hR + hL )

(A.7)

which is exact for quadratic functions on irregular grids: if applied to u(x) = a + bx + cx2 , it gives
h2L (uj+1 − uj ) − h2R (uj−1 − uj )
= b.
hL hR (hR + hL )

(A.8)

For a cubic function, u(x) = a + bx + cx2 + dx3 , it gives
h2L (uj+1 − uj ) − h2R (uj−1 − uj )
= b + d hL hR .
hL hR (hR + hL )

(A.9)

The term d hL hR is an error term. Clearly, this error term does not cancel on uniform grids, and therefore
the formula is second-order accurate on both irregular and regular grids. In general, a gradient algorithm is
p-th order accurate if it is exact for polynomials of degree p, and exhibits higher-order accuracy on uniform
grids when an error cancellation occurs. The argument extends straightforwardly to higher dimensions and
unstructured grids.
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Appendix B: Variational Reconstruction for Linear Functions
Consider a linear polynomial defined over a cell j:
Pj (x, y) = uj + uxj (x − xj ) + uy j (y − yj ),

(B.1)

where uj is a given cell-averaged solution value, (xj , yj ) is the centroid coordinates of the cell, and uxj , uy j are
the coeﬃcients we wish to determine. The polynomials are defined independently at cells, and therefore they do
not match over the face that divides two adjacent cells, creating a jump. In the VR method [23], we determine
uxj and uy j by minimizing the following global functional:
∑ 1 ∫
∆vT ∆v,
I=
(B.2)
2Lf f
f ∈{F }

where {F } denotes a set of faces on a given grid (excluding boundary faces), f is a face shared by the cells j
and k, Lf is a length scale to be defined at the face, ∆v is a weighted jump vector,
∆v = W∆u,

∆u = (∆u, ∆ux , ∆uy )T = (uR − uL , uxk − uxj , uy k − uy j )T ,

(B.3)

with uL and uR linearly interpolated to the face from cells j and k, respectively, and the digaonal matrix W
serves to weight the components of ∆u:
W = diag (1, wx Lx , wy Ly ) ,

(B.4)

where Lx and Ly are length scales, and wx and wy are weights. If the integral over the face is evaluated by the
midpoint rule, we obtain
1 ∑ ∆vT ∆vAf
1 ∑
WT WAf
I=
(B.5)
=
∆uT Q∆u, Q =
,
2
Lf
2
Lf
f ∈{F }

f ∈{F }

where Af is the face area and the jumps are evaluated at the face midpoint. The polynomial coeﬃcients
gj = (uxj , uy j ) are determined by the stationary condition:
∑ ( ∂∆u )T
∂I
(B.6)
=
Q
∆u = 0,
∂gj
∂gj
f ∈{Fj }

where {Fj } is a set of faces of the cell j. To write the equation in a practical form, we express the vector ∆u as
∆u = Mjm gj − Mkm gk + (uj − uk )δ 1 ,

(B.7)

T

where δ 1 = (1, 0, 0) , and

 
∆xjm ∆yjm
xm − xj

 

 
1
0 =
1
Mjm = 

 
0
1
0

ym − yj
0









 , Mkm = 



∆xkm

∆ykm

1

0

0

1

1





 
 
=
 

xm − xk

ym − yk

1

0

0

1

After some algebra, we finally obtain from Equation (B.6)
∑
Ajj gj −
Ajk gk = bj ,




 .(B.8)


(B.9)

k∈{kj }

where
Ajj

=

∑

MTjm QMjm

k∈{kj }

Ajk

bj

=

=

k∈{kj }

MTjm QMkm
∑ Af
Lf

k∈{kj }

∑ Af
=
Lf

[

Af
=
Lf

[

[

∆x2jm + wx2 L2x

∆xjm ∆yjm

∆xjm ∆yjm

2
∆yjm
+ wy2 L2y

∆xjm ∆xkm + wx2 L2x

∆xjm ∆ykm

∆xkm ∆yjm

∆yjm ∆ykm + wy2 L2y

(uk − uj )∆xjm

]
,

(B.10)

]
,

(B.11)

]

(uk − uj )∆yjm
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.

(B.12)

This shows that the right hand side is a LSQ-type gradient; more precisely it is in a similar form to the right
hand side of a LSQ method. In this paper, we set (Lx , Ly ) = (∆xjk , ∆yjk ), Lf = Af , and wx = wy = 1.
These choices are diﬀerent from those in Ref.[23], but have been found to perform much better especially for
high-aspect-ratio grids
√ considered in this paper. Theoretically, it can be easily shown by the Taylor expansion
that wx = wy = 3/6 gives fourth-order accuracy for regular quadrilateral grids in the interior cells. The
resulting fourth-order method is equivalent to the classical fourth-order compact formula [46] as was shown for
the IGG method in Equation (40).

Appendix C: Linear Least-Squares Method
LSQ methods are very popular and well described in the literature (e.g., see Refs[12, 16]). Here, we describe
a linear LSQ method used in this paper. Consider fitting a linear polynomial over neighbor solution values
around a cell j:
uk = uj + uxj (x − xj ) + uy j (y − yj ),

k ∈ {kj },

(C.1)

where {kj } denotes a set of neighbors of the cell j (not necessarily face neighbors only), and uk is a solution
value at a cell k. The number of neighbors in {kj } is denoted by nk . To determine uxj and uy j , there must
be at least two neighbors. As there are typically more than two neighbors, the set of equations (C.1) forms an
overdetermined problem, which can be formulated as a set of weighted equations:
WBgj = Wz,

(C.2)

where gj = (uxj , uy j ), W = diag(wj1 , wj2 , · · · , wjnk ) is a diagonal weighting matrix, B is an nk × 2 matrix
with the k-th row is given by [xk − xj , yk − yj ], and z is an nk -dimensional vector of (uk − uj ). It can be solved
in the least-squares sense by forming a normal equation:
Agj = b,

(C.3)

where
[

∑

A = BT W2 B =

k∈{kj }

b

T

2

= B W z=

∑
k∈{kj }

[

2
wjk
∆x2jk

2
wjk
∆xjk ∆yjk

2
wjk
∆xjk ∆yjk

2
2
wjk
∆yjk

2
wjk
(uk − uj )∆xjk
2
wjk
(uk − uj )∆yjk

]
,

(C.4)

]
,

(C.5)

and ∆xjk = xk − xj and ∆yjk = yk − yj . The weight wjk is defined as the m-th power of the inverse distance:
wjk =

1
m,
rjk

√
rjk =

2 .
∆x2jk + ∆yjk

In this paper, we set m = 0.25 and define {kj } as a set of face neighbors and their face neighbors.
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(C.6)

